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About Lisa Montanaro

Productivity Consultant ~ Success Coach ~ Business 

Strategist ~ Speaker

Drawing upon her experience as a performer, educator, mediator, 
and lawyer, Lisa founded LM Organizing Solutions, LLC in 2002 
and has helped thousands of people live successful and passionate 
lives, and operate productive and profitable businesses. 

Lisa is a Golden Circle member of the National Association of 
Professional Organizers (NAPO), and an inaugural Certified 

Professional Organizer (CPO®). Lisa empowers people and organizations to “DECIDE™ 
to be Organized,” a unique 6-step organizing process created by Lisa based on her many 
years of experience organizing and coaching clients.  Through the implementation of the 
DECIDE™ approach, clients create systems designed to achieve results at home, in 
business, and in life. Considered by her clients to be an “intellectual organizer and 
problem-solver,” Lisa is skillful at asking questions in a non-judgmental manner that 
help people and organizations find the answers to create a system tailored to their 
individual needs. 

In addition to her hands-on work with clients, Lisa is a skilled motivational speaker.  
Lisa is a member of the National Speakers Association (NSA), the premiere organization 
for professional speakers.  Her presentations at national conferences, local forums, and 
in numerous workplace settings are informative, interactive, and entertaining.  Lisa has 
been interviewed by television and radio hosts, and is a frequent guest expert for 
national teleclasses and webinars.  Indeed, Lisa was ranked the number 1 speaker of the 
2008 NAPO Conference by attendees, sharing the spotlight with such notable speakers 
as Peter Walsh of TLC’s Clean Sweep and the Oprah Winfrey Show.

A sought-after business expert due to her  background as an attorney, mediator,  and 
trainer  of entrepreneurs, Lisa offers business coaching and consulting services to 
entrepreneurs and small business owners. Serving  as a business strategist, Lisa assists 
clients in  making informed business decisions designed to grow and protect their 
business.  Offering an opportunity  to brainstorm  and problem-solve, Lisa assists with 
pivotal business issues, such as choosing a business entity, proposal or  agreement 
writing, service packaging, marketing and networking, classifying employees or 
independent contractors,  business processes and systems, protecting your business 
financially and legally, and assisting with choice of professional advisors. 

Lisa is a columnist for the Poughkeepsie Journal and Hudson Valley Insider, and the 
author of The Ultimate Life Organizer: An Interactive Guide to a Simpler, Less 



Stressful & More Organized Life, published by Peter Pauper Press. Lisa publishes two 
free monthly e-zines, “DECIDE™ to be Organized,” which offers free tips, articles, and 
advice on how to be more productive, and “Next Level Business Success,” which offers 
business advice to entrepreneurs.  Lisa also publishes the DECIDE™ to be Organized 
blog, and is an active participant in social media.  In addition, Lisa offers teleclasses, 
webinars, audio programs, group coaching programs, e-books, and tips booklets on her 
website.   
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(845) 988-0183
www.LMOrganizingSolutions.com (website)
www.DecideToBeOrganized.com (blog)
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After this teleclass, you will be able to: 
Know 

 How being indecisive leads to disorganization

 How to figure out your own unique organizing style

 What you need to do to get started and make progress

Do 

 Create a DECIDE to be Organized Action Plan 

 Use the DECIDE process in every area of your life

 Tailor the process to match your own organizing style and habits

Feel 

 Less overwhelmed 

 Empowered to take action

 Confident that you can start deciding to DECIDE 

Of course… it’s up to you, but you’ve 
taken the first step by being here!  

Congratulations!



Welcome to Decide to DECIDE™

Welcome to Decide to DECIDE™ - a 6-Step Process Designed to Achieve Results at 

Home, at  Work, and in Life! I am so thrilled that you  made the “decision” to delve into 

this topic and join us for this teleclass. DECIDE™ is less about the “stuff”  and more 

about the thinking behind the “stuff.”   The DECIDE™ process allows you to go deep and 

examine the connection between decision-making and disorganization.  It looks at the 

way  you think and act with  regard to organization,  and offers an opportunity  for an 

empowering change to occur. As you start to DECIDE™, you will experience a 

behavioral shift that will result in powerful results.

Let’s Get Started

Now, are you ready to DECIDE™? Let’s dig in! 

DECIDE™ - 6 Step Process
D = Discover what you have and want at home, at work, and in life

E = Eliminate what is unnecessary and does not further your goals

C = Categorize what remains

I =  Implement a system designed to match your needs, habits, 
work and lifestyle

D = Dedicate yourself to maintaining your effective new system and 
integrating it into your life

E = Enjoy the freedom and positive results that being organized brings



DECIDE™ Step 1 – Discover

D = Discover what you have and want at home, at work, and in life

Discover – Take Action!

What is your purpose or desire for wanting to get better organized?

What organizing systems are already in place and effectively working that you can use as 

a model?

Why did things get this way? 

How can they be fixed?

What is your disorganization preventing you from having in your home, life, or work?



DECIDE™ Step 2: Eliminate

E = Eliminate what is unnecessary and does not further your goals
 

Eliminate – Take Action!

What global rules (Meta-Decisions) can you create to help you Eliminate and keep 

things in check? List your “rules” here and try to stick to them!

What are you ready to Eliminate? List some items and then go get rid of them after 

this call!

DECIDE™Step 3: Categorize
C = Categorize what remains

Categorize – Take Action!

Are there categories that are unmanageably large?  

Are there stragglers that are left out of the loop, off by themselves in a category of one?  



DECIDE™ Step 4: Implement
I = Implement a system designed to match your needs, habits, 
work and lifestyle

Implement – Take Action!

What is your organizing style?

Think about an organizing system  that is not  working and ask yourself why. Is it 

possible that  you  did not trust  your instincts when you set it up? Recreate the system in 

a way that makes sense to YOU!

DECIDE™ Step 5: Dedicate

D = Dedicate yourself to maintaining your effective new system and 
integrating it into your life

Dedicate – Take Action!

Grab your calendar and schedule in a recurring appointment for home and for work to 

Dedicate yourself to maintaining your organizing systems. Remember, maintaining an 

organizing system should become second nature, like brushing your teeth everyday.  

BUT it takes time, so be patient.  

 



DECIDE™ Step 6: Enjoy

E = Enjoy the freedom and positive results that being organized brings

Enjoy – Take Action!

 What will be your reward for getting  organized? Figure out what it is that you want  to 

Enjoy, and then get ready for new opportunities and experiences to enter your life.

A big thank you to Meggin McIntosh for inviting me to be her guest 
presenter for this teleclass!  

~ Lisa



Ways to Access Lisa’s Expertise 

Sign up for DECIDE™ to be Organized E-Zine   Free 

 The DECIDE™ to be Organized e-zine offers free tips, articles, and advice on organizing 
and time management. Subscribe today to become part of the LMOS online community, 
which gives you access to great content, Lisa’s calendar of events, and special 
promotions and offers for subscribers only!
http://www.lmorganizingsolutions.com/ezine.html

DECIDE™ to be Organized E-Book      $19.99 

 If you want to go deeper with DECIDE™, check out this 58-page e-book covering the 
DECIDE™ process in detail.
http://www.lmorganizingsolutions.com/decideebook.html

Audio Programs & Teleclass Recordings    $19.99 - $75

For those that like to listen and learn, I offer 15 different audio programs and teleclass 
recordings. Topics include organizing, record retention, time management, goal setting, 
public speaking, classifying team members, entrepreneurial success, legal issues in 
running a business, how to launch an organizing business, etc.
http://www.lmorganizingsolutions.com/audiovideo.html

DECIDE™ to be Organized Group Coaching Program $299 

A 6-week group coaching program designed to achieve results at home, in business and 
in life.
http://lmorganizingsolutions.com/groupcoaching.html

Private Coaching        Rates vary

Call or e-mail me for rates/packages for virtual organizing, life coaching, business 
coaching, or career counseling. Lisa@LMOrganizingSolutions.com or (845) 
988-0183. 
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Want Your Very Own Organizing Coach 
at an Affordable Rate? 

Join the DECIDE™ to Be Organized
Group Coaching Program

Are you ready to DECIDE™ to be Organized? DECIDE™ is a 6-step empowering 
process that leads to change. It assists you in achieving results at home, at work & in life. 

DECIDE™ will help you learn your own organizing style, change your mindset, and 
maintain your organizing systems.  The result? Decluttered physical space and clarity of 
mind so that you can focus on the things you really want, love, and need! 

This program is a 6-week teleclass series designed to assist individuals in becoming 
more organized in a supportive and inspiring interactive group atmosphere from the 
comfort of your own home or office. Whether you are a busy Mom or entrepreneur, this 
program is a perfect solution for you. 

Dates: 6 weeks, Tuesday evenings, October 18 to November 29, 2011 (note: no 
class Thanksgiving week)

Time: 7:30-9:00 pm (Eastern Standard Time) 

Investment: $299

Bonuses: Includes recordings of all calls, e-book, private laser coaching call, free 
subscription to e-zine, and e-mail access to me & the group

Registration: Visit http://lmorganizingsolutions.com/groupcoaching.html for details 
and to register

Hosted by: Lisa Montanaro, Certified Professional Organizer®

Questions? Call (845) 988-0183 or email Lisa@LMOrganizingSolutions.com

If you are interesting in having your very own organizing coach, but aren’t able to invest 
a lot of money to work on a one-on-one basis with an organizing expert, this affordable 
program is the answer!

Are you ready to DECIDE™ to be Organized? Then join us. You have nothing to lose, 
except maybe some clutter, overwhelm, and stress!
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